lily kate france

hinksey
Beautiful mittens entwined with cables
that meander across the back and thumb.
Yarn:

Pattern Notes:

Fyberspates Scrumptious Aran (45% Silk, 55% Merino, 180 Since there are so many cables involved in this pattern, you may
Yards per 100g skein), 1 skein. Please note that if any extra length is find it easier to use the ‘Cabling without a Cable Needle’ method.
There are many tutorials online for this, such as
added, then 2 skeins will be needed.
http://www.grumperina.com/cables.htm.

Size:

Lying flat, unstretched, 30cm/12in from cuff to top and
8.5cm/3.5in wide (17cm/7in palm circumference). When worn,
28cm/11in from cuff to top and 20cm/8in circumference at palm. Will This pattern uses charts to
show the cable pattern. As
comfortably stretch further, giving slightly less length.
the mittens are worked in
the round, each line of the c
Needles and accessories: 1 set 4mm/US 6 DPNs or one long hart is worked from right
4mm circular needle for magic loop.
to left
1 Cable needle
1 stitch marker

Abbreviations

K:
knit					P:
purl
St(s): stitch(es)				SSK: slip, slip, knit
K2tog:knit two together			
vSSP: slip, slip, purl
P2tog: purl two together
M1R: insert left needle underneath bar between sts from back to front and place on left
needle tip, knit normally.
M1RP:insert left needle underneath bar between sts from back to front and place on left
needle tip, purl normally.
M1L: insert left needle underneath bar between sts from front to back and place on left
needle tip, knit through back loop.
M1LP:insert left needle underneath bar between sts from front to back and place on left
needle tip, purl through back loop.
C4F: slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold to front, k2, k2 from cable needle
C4B: slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold to back, k2, k2 from cable needle
C4FP: slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold to front, p2, k2 from cable needle
C4BP: slip 2 sts to cable needle and hold to back, k2, p2 from cable needle

Right Mitten

Using the long-tail method, cast on 44 sts. Divide sts over DPNs or circular needle and join
to begin working in the round, being careful not to twist. Place marker.
Work round 1 from Chart A.
Repeat round 1 22 times more. Add or subtract rounds here if you wish to alter the length
of the cuff of your mittens.
Work rounds 2 through 31 from Chart A.
Repeat rounds 26 through 31 3 times more, adding extra repeats here for length if desired.
Continue to work rounds 32 through 45 from chart.
Turn mitten inside out and rearrange so that you have 6 palm stitches on one needle and 6
back of hand stitches on another. Bind off all sts using the 3 needle bind off method. Break
yarn and fasten off.

Left Mitten

Work exactly as for right mitten, but work from Chart B rather than Chart A.

Thumbs

(both worked alike)
Place 18 held stitches from waste yarn onto DPNs or circular. With right side facing, rejoin
yarn and work across stitches as follows: [K2, P2]x4, K2, pick up and knit 4 sts across opening. 22 sts.
Next round (partial round): [K2, P2] twice, K1. Place marker for beginning of round and
redistibute sts if desired.
Work rounds 1 through 16 from Chart C. 6 sts.
Turn mitten inside out and rearrange sts so that you have 3 sts on each needle. Bind off using
the 3 needle bind off method.
Fasten off and weave in ends.

Chart C

Chart B

Chart A

